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ban single mothers from buying its insurance, citing "unfairness". In the same month that the Conservative government announced its £23bn cost-cutting programme, Aviva has announced its own £50m cuts to corporate overhead. The insurer said its decision to drop single mothers was "not in
the financial interests of our company" and not in line with its values. But it said it would still offer insurance to single women with "support". In a letter to a number of mothers' groups, the insurer said it had chosen not to offer insurance for singles in "the last few years" because it saw "no
compelling business case to do so". Mothers and children who are living in one household with a child under the age of 16 are excluded from Aviva's insurance policy, as they are classed as single adults. The single mothers must live with a husband and partner. Single mothers' costs "The
decision to exclude single parents from our insurance products is not in the financial interests of our company," wrote its UK head of group infrastructure, Tom Cox. "Whilst we are absolutely aware of the support provided to Aviva customers when they or their children are ill, we are also
conscious of the increased life insurance costs experienced by single parents. "In the same way that we do not seek to impose additional costs on our customers we do not wish to impose increased costs on single parents." Aviva also said it had not noticed any dramatic increase in the number of
its customers leaving their insurance after they had given birth. An Aviva spokesman later told the BBC that the firm still saw a case for offering insurance for single mothers who had "unfair support" from their male partners. Aviva said it would continue to offer cover but that the premiums
would be higher than if mothers were included. Single mothers' costs Discrimination on insurance grounds has been recently given extra attention in the UK. In May the man who ran for prime minister in 2015, Nigel Farage, attempted to sell insurance to the general public on the basis of sex.
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